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From our Chairman
Since the Autumn Newsletter of
last year we have held the first half
of our winter talks, the most outstanding one being the Xmas Quiz.
To say that it was hilarious would be
an understatement. What should
have been a studious focus turned
out to be carol-singing to compete
with the Huddersfield Choral
Society. A great time was had by all
and sincere thanks to Angus and
Barbara who organised it.
It is with sadness I report
on the loss one of our great supporters just before Xmas. David Walton
attended many of our talks and
visits but most importantly he was a
great help at the Flower Show and
Fête. David was very active on all
four days of the fête, and being on
the cash till, together with Judith,
in the Tea Tent. Sadly, other
members have also passed away and
our committee members send their
condolences to the families.
Just before Christmas we
presented Alf White with two roses
called ‘Joy’ as a thank-you for the
continued support by the White
family in hosting the Show despite
the sad loss of Joy White in
January 2017.
Unfortunately, I have to
report
that
our
Membership
Secretary
Sylvia
Hebdon
is
currently unwell. Whilst Sylvia is
recovering please address all membership queries to me, contact
details elsewhere in the newsletter.
It is a busy time for your
Committee
as
collections
of
subs and sending out cards has to be
done at the start of the year. One

aspect that helps us are the many
members who pay their subs by
Standing Order. If you do not, may
we plead with you to please create
one - forms available from me.
As many of you are aware
we suffered a wet day for last
year’s fête and although the attendance was down the financial loss was
covered by our reserves. We are
most grateful to all our sponsors
who help us to keep our heads above
water and stop the villages losing
what is, and has been, an important
part of our village for 65 years. Of
course, a lot of this support comes
from outside the villages.
Work on this year’s Flower
Show and Fête begins with a
committee meeting each month and
in the meantime spending much time
getting all the ‘jobs’ done.
We have a repeat of some
of the new very popular attractions
we had last year including the return
of Sweep’s Sheep Dog Show which
always goes down well.
And finally, I have checked
on the good we do for the various
important charities/bodies that
attend the fête and we have
eight. Although we do not know the
amounts of income they take, it is
good to know that all the hard work
done by the fourteen committee
members is put to good use.
Looking forward to seeing
many of you at our Show on
Saturday 14th July.
Many Thanks

Brian Leversha
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Forthcoming Events at the WI Hall
Evening talks take place in the WI Hall in Crookham Village, starting at
7.30pm. For those who need directions, the WI Hall is located at the rear of
the Crookham Street Social Club - post code GU51 5SJ for satnav users.
Please park on the gravel area by WI Hall, not on the Social Club’s tarmac
area.
These social evenings are very popular, helped along with a glass of wine
(or soft drink) & food provided free of charge! The current cost for the
evening is £2 for members (no charge for the AGM). Non-members are
always welcome and are asked to contribute £3.
After the AGM has finished, we endeavour to provide an interesting speaker
or demonstration (see below for details).

Forthcoming winter talks (& AGM) are as follows:8th Feb 2018
8

th

Mar 2018

Scented Garden (Anthony Powell)
AGM & talk by John Negus ‘Presentation tips for
Display of Garden Produce’

12th Apr 2018

Chemical Free Gardening (Steve Bradley)

13th Sept 2018

Farnham Town Crier (Jonathan Jones)

11th Oct 2018

Bees in your Garden (Margaret Leonard)

8th Nov 2018

Fungi (Peter Herring)

13th Dec 2018

Christmas Quiz (Angus Cairns)

Further talks will be advertised in the August edition of the newsletter, on
the Society’s website (see below), and by email from the Society.
Between issues of our twice-yearly newsletter,
updated information on events and visits can be
found on the Society’s website:
http://www.dwcvhortsoc.org.
The Society wishes to thank member David
Jackson for continuing to act as our webmaster.
Members please note that current copies of the
newsletter are only distributed to paid-up
members of the Society.
2
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Society’s website from a
smartphone
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tablet
without having to type in
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Future Garden Visits 2018
Our Visits Organiser, Angus Cairns, is currently planning further garden
visits for this summer. When we have more details, members will be informed
by e-mail and by updates to the Society’s website. We will attempt to
contact members who are not on our e-mail list by alternative methods.
Please note that it is in the interests of both the Society and members that
we can communicate by e-mail. If appropriate, please contact our Chairman,
Brian Leversha, to confirm or add your e-mail address so that the
membership database can be checked/amended accordingly.

Angus has made the following bookings for visits this year:
Thurs 10th May 2018
Ramster Hall, Chiddingfold, Surrey, GU8 4SN.
Nestling in a fold of the Surrey Hills with over 25 acres of peaceful woodland,
views of lakes and hillsides, filled with colour and interest. It is famous for its
magnificent displays of rhododendrons, azaleas and camellias, and many rare
and unusual trees and flowering shrubs.
Entry fee £6.50pp (groups of 15 or more). Tea room for afternoon tea.
Arrive 2pm depart 4.30pm.
Lunch before the visit - venue TBA.

Fri 8th June 2018
Longstock Water

Garden,

The Waitrose Farm, Longstock Park,
Stockbridge, Hampshire SO20 6EH.
Owned and managed by Waitrose, the Longstock Park Water Garden
covers a total area of around seven acres with the River Test flowing through
part of the estate. The water garden itself is situated in the Longstock area
of the estate and was created by the Beddington family in the 1930s. The
garden was further developed by John Spedan Lewis in the 1940s as a place
to reflect and relax.
The water garden hosts an array of plants from around the world and is
the perfect location and setting to nurture such a diverse number of plants;
for example, there are over forty different types of Waterlily.
Entry fee £10pp
Start time TBA
Lunch before the visit - Mayfly pub - details to follow.
3
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Wed 4th July 2018
Whispers, Chatter Alley, Dogmersfield., Hampshire, RG27 8SS.
Mr. & Mrs. John Selfe invite you to come and discover new plants in their
2-acre garden of manicured lawns surrounded by large borders of colourful
shrubs, trees and long flowering perennials. There is also a wild flower area,
water storage system, greenhouse, kitchen garden and living sculptures. A
spectacular waterfall cascades over large rock slabs and magically disappears
below the terrace. A garden not to be missed.
Entry fee £6pp.
Start time TBA.
Take your own picnic lunch to enjoy in the garden - there are plenty of seats
dotted around.

Fri 17th Aug 2018
Guided walk around Odiham (led by a member of The Odiham Society).
Distance/time: 1 mile, around 1 hour. Difficulty: easy walk, gentle gradients,
mostly paved surfaces. Description: a short tour of the historic town of
Odiham, which has ancient royal connections and over 250 listed buildings
(including 12 of the 35 oldest buildings in Hampshire), stopping to look at many
points of historic and general interest.
Cost £2pp (all money goes to The Odiham Society)
Walk starts at 2pm - meet outside the Red Lion pub (102 High Street).
Lunch before the tour at the Red Lion pub 12.15pm.
The Odiham Society seeks to chronicle, protect and enhance the heritage,
character and environment of the Parish of Odiham and North Warnborough.
Odiham is comprehensively described in the Domesday Book. Odiham’s long
history, from when it was a large royal manor, is charted in Odiham Society
publications, which may be obtained from High Street shops.

Church Crookham Gardening Club
The sales hut in the Memorial Hall car
park off Sandy Lane (opposite the
Wyvern pub) will be open on Saturday
mornings between 1000 & 1130 hrs
from 10th Feb. to 15th Sept.
In addition to their own members, sales
are available to DWCVHS members on
production of a current DWCVHS
membership card.
4
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Reports on Garden Visits
for a competition.
Among the hundreds of
stalls all aimed at giving gardeners
ideas – in some places RHS staff
were there to advise – there were
displays of glass houses, conservatories, tools, and wonderful ornaments
and statues of all sizes and different materials to suit every size of
garden.
My guest has a fondness
for china mushrooms which feature
in the borders of her garden and
just had to buy a very realistic

Hampton Court Flower Show
3rd July 2017

Photos - thanks to Margaret Makepeace

Many thanks to the Horticultural Society for the tickets to visit
Hampton Court Flower Show. We
opted to go on the Tuesday and were
fortunate to have a lovely sunny day
arriving around 11am where there
was ample car parking. On entering
we found ourselves among plant and
flower stands. We had wondered
why so many people were pulling
shopping trolleys of all different
colours and then we found out
because there were lots of plants
and garden items for sale and everyone was taking advantage of the
bargains.
There was bizarrely a Plant
Crèche where one could leave plants
etc. so that you could go and buy
more and then collect them all later
to take home!
We found our way to the
giant marquee where the floral displays were magnificent and again
many samples of the blooms on
display were available to purchase.
We had lunch by the Long
Water where again there were
plenty of stands as well as setpieces. In one place there were hundreds of imitation elephant tusks
making a maze to illustrate the scale
of poaching that still exists. Also a
display of scarecrows made by
school children from local schools
5
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metal one which is rather larger
than any seen in nature but which
looks rather good in a corner under
a tree.
Having previously discovered the reason for the trolleys we
felt duty bound to purchase one
when we came across the stall
selling them and then further duty
bound to put things in it. Therefore
we had to buy some bulbs of lily
blooms which we had seen in a
gorgeous prize-winning display in the
marquee along with a plant to
attract butterflies.
Forgot
to
mention
the
butterfly house which was filled
with exotic plants and dozens of
beautiful butterflies of all sizes and
colours.
We were starting to feel a
bit tired and felt the need of a
restorative Pimms which did the
trick and we spent the last couple of

hours wandering around more stalls
but still felt we had not seen everything.
Finally, we left around 7pm
tired but elated and very impressed
by the way the RHS had organised
the Show. Several celebrity presenters such as Monty Don and
Charlie Dimmock were spotted.
Thank-you again for a memorable day which will be recalled
when our purchases grow to remind
us.

Tony Pike
The Sculpture Park, Churt
11th July 2017

6
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Photos - thanks to Donna Gray
(these include a few of the many
photographs that were taken on the
day, along with the guide prices of
the items where known, Ed).
Now for something completely
different! Barbara & Angus excelled
again with another inspired choice of
venue – and fairly local too.
Prior to the visit, we parked
at the pub opposite for an excellent
half-price lunch. Half-price because
that’s the deal on offer during the
summer months. We were also able
to leave our cars at the pub and walk
over the road to the park which
made life very easy. In fact, it paid
off for the pub because most of us

Pack of Wolves in bronze
Guide price £72,000
returned to the pub again for
afternoon tea and cakes.
The Sculpture Park near
Churt is set in ten acres of wooded
land with several miles of winding
shaded paths. On arrival at
reception, we were given a short
explanation of the park and then
handed a map with a detailed list of
the exhibits which could be
identified by numbered plaques.
Each numbered exhibit was detailed
in the catalogue with the designer
and price included. Most of the
sculptures were available for sale.
There are around 850
exhibits and it would be very
difficult to see all of them. There
were a few gaps where the listed
exhibit was no longer on display keeping the catalogue up-to-date
must be quite a chore! Every few
Hippo ‘coffee table’

Wyvern Dragon by James DoranWebb. Made from driftwood,
sandstone & steel.
Guide price £168,000
7
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Penny Farthing in bronze
Guide price £12,000
steps another incredible sculpture
would appear and we were genuinely
amazed at the combination of
artistry and workmanship.
The
sculptures
were
predominantly 20th century modern
and contemporary sculpture for
purchase by garden and interior
designers and investors.
Thanks again to Barbara and Angus
for another very pleasant outing.

Rearing Horse
Guide price £6,000

Brick Kiln Cottage, Herriard

Ed

24th Aug 2017

Photos - thanks to David Jackson
and Angus Cairns.
On a lovely sunny day most
of us met at the pub, The Fur and
Feathers, which had won the award
for ‘Best Pub in Hampshire’. The
owners Peter and Fran were very
accommodating and the food tasty
and all home made.
After lunch we went in convoy to Brick Kiln Cottage, the directions were very ‘rural’, “you turn left
down a wooded track immediately

Ferryman in bronze
Guide price £13,500
8
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after passing a field”. No sign posts,
but very clear.
The owner, Barbara Jeremiah, greeted us all and gave a short
talk about the two acre garden. The
house has earned its name because
the original building, over three hundred years old, was the home of the
Brick Master to the Herriard Brickworks. Over the years there have
been several additions to the house.
The bricks were particularly interesting, some very small (I am told
they are Roman style), some dark
coloured. They all marry up together
to make a delightful looking home.
There is a large lawn in front of the
house leading to the woodland.
Barbara and her colleague
Kay have developed a rural and completely natural garden, where flow-

ers, ‘weeds’, birds, hedgehogs, foxes
and badgers all live in harmony . She
even has a wild peacock who has
‘adopted’ the garden, and loves to
look at his reflection in the windows.
Barbara is a liveryman of
the Worshipful Company of Gardeners and a talented textile designer;
her artistic eye has influenced the
natural style of the garden. It is a
harmonious and peaceful setting
blended into ancient bluebell woodland, with an open glade by the
house.
They have developed a
woodland walk passing hollows that
were once clay pits, gullies of ferns
and rustic detailing, a billabong and
stumperies. There is a pebble

9
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garden and therein a large rustic
arch using the long limbs from a yew
tree which suffered during a storm.
There is a tree house which
most of us went up. The view is farreaching. There is also a shepherd’s
hut complete with small wood-burner
and bunk bed. There is also a traditional cottage garden filled with
herbs. The garden is maintained

using eco-friendly methods as a
haven for wild animals, butterflies,
birds and bees.
We had a delightful afternoon tea with home made sandwiches
and cake, all served from a summer
house in the garden. Barbara also
uses the summer house as her craft
studio.

Barbara Cairns

RHS affiliation and discounted entry to RHS Gardens
All bona fide gardening clubs and horticultural societies with an annual
membership subscription are eligible for affiliation to the RHS. Such clubs
and societies should have a remit to promote horticulture at a local level,
should hold regular meetings and/or hold an annual show.
The DW&CVHS meets all these criteria and is affiliated to the RHS.
One of the benefits of affiliation is the opportunity to purchase Garden
Reduced Price Entry (GPRE) cards.
GPRE cards can be used an unlimited number of times during the year and
grant up to two people a 30% discount on the normal adult entry rate at any
of the four RHS Gardens (except Wisley on Sundays).
Members of the DW&CVHS might like to know that the Society holds two
GPRE cards for use by our members.
The cards are held by our Show Manager, Sue Smith, and can be borrowed
after payment of a refundable £10 deposit.
Sue’s contact number is as follows:- 01252 850900
10
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Reports on Winter Talks
The Origins of Pub Names
by Anthony Poulton-Smith

14th Sept 2017
Catering kindly provided by Sue
Smith
First talk of the autumn/winter
gatherings held on a chilly September evening.
The Chairman welcomed
thirty-one members, including two
new members, a very good turnout.
Our speaker informed us all
that he considered he was different
to other speakers as he does not use
imagery. There are far too many
different signs and he prefers to
interact with his audience. He is now
on his 76th book which is due to be
published in October and this will be
on English Pub Names.

Most of his books are on Place
Names. (Have added a few photos of
common pub names, Ed).
The pub sign dates from
the Saxon era when travellers were
very few and far between. A traveller would spot an ‘ale stake’ that was
where all the lower branches of a
tree were removed and a piece of
barley tied at head height. This
identified a small homestead nearby
which brewed its own ale. Ale was
the drink of the day as water was
unsafe to drink. Monks could drink
between 8 and 12 pints during their
working day. So the ‘ale stake’ was
the birth of all pub signs.
Entering the farmhouse you
might see some food and you would
11
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Angel’ probably because the pub
stood on Church land. Following on
from further links to heraldry,
religion and royalty he then invited
questions from the audience.
There followed a very lively
Q&A session with lots of chuckles.
The oddest sign he has ever known
was in the Rutland village of
Stretton. The pub was originally
called ‘The Bull’, but it fell into
disuse over a long period of time and
when it was finally resurrected it
took the name ‘The Jackson Stops
Inn’. The reason for this was that
the Jackson-Stops Estate Agents’
board had been outside for so many
years that the pub took its name.
The
Chairman
thanked
Anthony for a very interesting and
enjoyable talk and wished him a safe
journey on to his next day’s talk at
Peterborough.

probably be invited to share some of
the farmer’s food as well. It is likely
that you did some work for the ale
and food and this is probably the
origin of the term ‘earning your
crust’ as the food was usually served
in round slabs of bread from which
the middle was removed. In time,
wooden plates, ‘trenchers’, replaced
the bread.
The earliest pub names
were brought by the Romans. The
Grapes (Vines) and the Chequers.
Inn keepers became money-lenders
over time and used the Chequers
board sign. The Red Lion is the most
common name and Anthony gave the
background history to its origins
from John of Gaunt in the 14th
century. He then explained how
other names came into being, ‘The

Carol Leversha
………and some more on pub names
from Barbara Cairns.
There was a game played on a
squared board, similar to draughts.
The sign hanging outside told people
that the inn had the game. The innkeepers were also moneylenders, so
they encouraged people to stay
longer in The Exchecquer. There is a
chequer-board in Pompeii (pre the
eruption of Vesuvius), so the sign
must be 2000 years old.
After the Red Lion, the
Royal Oak is the second most common name. It refers to the Battle
of Worcester in 1651 when the fu12
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changed the name from the flower’s
name to The Flower Pot.
The Nags Head meant that
a traveller could rest there and then
take a pony from the inn to the next
inn, where he would change to
another pony. Sometimes there
could be as many as ten using this
travel option. The pony would
eventually return to its owner. The
Three Tuns represented licenced
victuallers.
The Ferris Family owned
Tamworth Castle. The name is a
corruption of Farrier. The horseshoe on their standard has the open
end upwards, whereas most horseshoes point downwards.
The White Hart comes
from the Coat of Arms of Richard
II. Prince Arthur the third son of
Queen Victoria. Half Moon and
Saracens Head represent a family
who fought in the Crusades. Often a
pub called The Eclipse means it is
better than another pub nearby. The
oldest pub in England is The Crown in
Digbeth in Birmingham.
It is now very easy to
change a pub’s name. It used to be
expensive to change, so when people
moved they often took the sign with
them. The Castle of Comfort is
reputedly made from timbers from
an old ship. The Green Man relates
to Gaia, the mother earth in Greek
Mythology.

ture King of England, Charles II,
hid in an oak tree in Shrivenel in
Shropshire. The tree disappeared
in Victorian times; it had been
destroyed by trophy hunters. The
grandson of the Great Oak is now
standing. The second tree resurrected itself and is now flourishing.
The Bluebell is not named
after the flower but has a religious
connotation. Cross Keys refers to
St. Peter. The Quiet Woman
(chuckles from our male members
at this novel thought) was probably
depicted with her head under her
arm. More chuckles were heard
when the Honest Lawyer was mentioned.
The Quakers, who were
puritans, hated symbolism and
because a daffodil or lily represented the Virgin Mary, they

Barbara Cairns
Winkworth Arboretum
‘The Legacy of a Remarkable
Man’
13
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by Peter Herring

12th Oct 2017
Catering kindly provided by Sue
Smith
It was very kind of Peter to
come along and share his passion for
Winkworth Arboretum with us - his
illustrated talk brought back some
delightful memories from our
Society’s guided tour back in May
this year.
Peter’s talk was divided into
two halves with our tasty supper
partaken after the first half. The
first part of the talk described the
history of the man who created
Winkworth and the second part was
devoted to explaining the variety of
trees and plants and how they can
be enjoyed throughout the changing
seasons.
The hillside that is now the
Arboretum was purchased at auction
by Dr Wilfred Fox in 1937. The
purchased land was effectively the
western side of a valley, including a
stream and a lake, a total of around
130 acres. In 1948 a further 8 acres
were purchased which gave much
improved road access to the site.
Prior to his purchase of the
land, Wilfred campaigned with the
Roads Beautifying Association and
we have him to thank for many of
the trees planted at the roadside up
and down the country.
Part of the hillside had been
planted densely with Larches which
were subsequently felled for the
war effort. This left a large bowlshaped area that Wilfred was able
to plant as a ‘blank canvas’. Wilfred’s

Wood Carving (photo: Sue Smith)
main purpose at that time was to
produce ‘Autumn Colour’ and he
achieved this primarily by enhancing
what was already there.
In developing the site,
Wilfred was helped by his many
connections, one such being Sir
Harold Hillier.
In 1948, realising that his
health was not good, and wanting to
ensure that the garden would remain
available for the public to enjoy,
Wilfred offered his land to the
National Trust (NT). Although the
NT didn’t initially want it, they
finally took it on in 1952. Wilfred
couldn’t give an endowment, one of
14
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the sticking points for the NT, but
finally persuaded local councils to
commit to 25 years of modest
annual payments.
In 1984 all the stumps in
the bowl were cleared away and the
NT re-planted but kept within
Wilfred’s original philosophy, i.e.
hundreds of Maples, Japanese
Maples, Southern Beech; notably,
lots of South American trees.
The ‘Azalea Steps’ down to
the boat house are fabulous. We
were shown a series of photos,
starting around 1953, ten years after the evergreen Azaleas were
first planted either side of what

was then a grassy slope. A second
photo, taken in the 1970s, showed
the steps added and a further
photo showed the colossal Queen
Anne Beech Tree at the top of the
slope. A final photo showed the
current view, taken in early May,
showing Acers on both sides, large
Magnolias, and Japanese Maples.
The lake was always open to
the public to enjoy and Wilfred was
quite happy for locals to enjoy it for
a voluntary contribution to the
upkeep. However, from 1991 the NT
decided to charge for entry. This
caused much controversy at the
time, particularly from locals who
had always enjoyed free and
unfettered access. There is a very
attractive boathouse by the lake
that has undergone several refurbishments
over
the
years.
Unsurprisingly, the boathouse has
also been used in the making of
several ‘period’ films.
Although Wilfred didn’t
plant for a ‘Spring View’ he achieved
it anyway, i.e. good colour. By early
Autumn, there are stunning displays
of Tupelo, Liquid Amber, and Grey
Atlantic Cedars. By late Autumn the
Oaks and Red Maple are very
colourful. In winter there are displays of Witch Hazel of various
varieties. The many Bluebells also
make a stunning display. There is a
lot
of
wildlife
within
the
Arboretum, described by Peter as
‘softly managed’.
Peter was keen to point out
the latest addition, namely a

Azalea Steps (photo: Sue Smith)
15
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Peter explained that he was
a commercial fruit grower for over
50 years, growing apples, pears,
plums and soft fruit. He retired in
2008 after 20 years as director for
the orchard and nursery departments at Blackmoor Estate in
Selborne.
Peter started his talk by
giving us “a few facts and figures”
and went on to say “In terms of
growing crops to feed ourselves, in
1960 one hectare had to feed five
people. By 2000 it was seven people
and by 2020 it is predicted that this
will rise to ten people. In the UK we
only produce about 50% of our food,
importing the rest. However, as the
world population increases, overseas
suppliers will need more food for
their domestic markets and the
price to us will increase. To put this
into perspective, we import 14,000
tons of produce into the UK every
day. Going back one hundred years,

Boathouse (website photo)
substantial wooden lookout platform
with fabulous views across the
valley. The NT also employs chainsaw-wielding wood carvers who have
created a number of interesting
carvings throughout the grounds.
In conclusion, we were lucky
to have such a well-informed and
knowledgeable
speaker.
Peter
concluded by observing that it would
be worth considering a National
Trust subscription just to visit the
Arboretum a few times throughout
the year.
Thanks again to Barbara &
Angus for organising the talk, not to
mention ferrying our speaker to and
from the station that evening.

Ed
Apples don’t just grow on trees
by Peter Barwick

9th Nov 2017
Catering kindly provided by Donna
Gray
What an interesting evening with a
very engaging speaker! Although we
had been expecting a lesson on how
to grow apples, we were also given a
fascinating insight into how fresh
fruit is produced for supermarket
shelves.
16
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mapping of apples where he knows
which gene controls colour, taste,
cropping rate, which needs more or
less herbicides, etc.
Peter also questioned the
massive use of crops for bio-fuel
around the world, instead of growing
crops to feed people. A further
point was raised about organic products to which Peter answered that
all organic products are sprayed and
that, in his opinion, conventionally
grown products are safer than
organic.
We were then shown a
number of slides relating to the
growing of apples. An interesting
fact is that Cox’s were the most
widely-grown British apple but have
now been superseded by Gala. All
Bramley apples originally came from
one tree, planted over 200 years
ago, that is still alive although now
suffering from a fungal infection
and may be dying.
Rootstock dictates how big
the tree grows. There are many
types of root stock for apples, from
dwarf, M9 which needs staking
to the very large MM11. M27 is
recommended for small gardens.
At Blackmoor they plant
thousands of trees annually just to
replace old trees. We were in-

the percentage of disposable income
spent on food was 50% whereas
today it is 10%. As the UK’s population is increasing we clearly need to
find ways of increasing food production.”
Peter then went on to talk
about genetic modification which he
admitted is not popular with many
people. However, there is more than
one category and they shouldn’t all
be judged in the same way. For
example, there are transgenic crop
plants which contain a gene or genes
which have been artificially inserted
instead of the plant acquiring them
through pollination.
Alternatively, cisgenesis is
a process in which genes are artificially transferred between organisms that could otherwise be
conventionally bred; i.e. (unlike in
transgenesis) genes are only transferred between closely related
organisms. This process is typically
used to improve cropping, disease
resistance etc. This process has
been carried out by nature ad infinitum but gets lumped in with the bad
press on genetic modification. Peter
described his work with gene17
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apples would not be wrapped, the
bins then being put into cold storage
at a temperature of 4degsC. The
storage room is then sealed and
nitrogen introduced to purge the
oxygen concentration from 21%
(normal air) to approximately 2%.
Once this level is reached the apples
continue to reduce the oxygen concentration through the respiration
process, i.e. taking in oxygen and
emitting carbon dioxide.
By this means, the fruit
‘hibernates’ for up to 12 months. As
an example, for one of the major
supermarket chains, the grower has
to send samples every Monday to
London, at the grower’s cost, and
hope that their buyers will approve
the purchase. Surprisingly, growers
do not have a contract with the
supermarkets – you are only as good
as your last delivery of fruit. Prior
to delivery, apples are graded for
size, using a grading machine, in 5mm
bands. A high definition
camera is
used to select apples by colour, the
‘top end’ sellers requiring 30% colour

formed that there aren’t really any
self-pollinating apples. Crab apples
are good pollinators and he emphasised the need to attract pollinating insects such as solitary bees;
apparently, one solitary bee is worth
120 honey bees.
A series of slides showed
the progress of a tree over a number
of years. By year 4 there should be a
good crop, noting that horizontal
branches are more fruitful than vertical ones.
Peter stressed the need for
correct pruning to ensure a good
crop, pruning when dormant. 25% of
the tree can be taken out every year
and he advised us not to prune too
far back and to leave plenty of fruiting buds. Pruning should be hard
after a light crop and light after a
heavy crop. Apples should be
thinned; for example, 2 per truss is
better than 5 or 6 so remove the
excess, particularly smaller or
misshapen fruit. Feed in March, keep
weeds down and surrounding grass
short.
By the 6th year there should
typically be 40kg of fruit per tree.
At Blackmoor, they pick apples and
deposit them in wooden bins, each
weighing 350kg when filled. 6 such
bins would be filled per day. The
18
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during the 1987 storm despite protective screening. Frost damage is a
risk and it only needs one very cold
night to destroy a crop as evidenced
in April this year. Apple scab is
allied to black spot on roses, the
tiniest trace of which would make an
apple unacceptable for a supermarket shelf.
Returning to the supermarket buyers, each supermarket chain
has an ‘assured produce scheme’. To
satisfy the demands of the
customer, each orchard has to
employ an agronomist to walk the
orchards and note pests/diseases,
etc. and compile a data base. From
all the data provided, a decision on
which chemicals to apply is fed out
to a tractor driver who sprays each
field accordingly. When the spraying
has finished, this is recorded in the
database. At the end of each
season, an external auditor spends a
day with the grower with a list of
400 questions to be answered, 50 of
which are critical failure points. If a
grower fails any of these he will not
be able to sell his produce to the
supermarkets. A further aspect of
assured products is that full traceability is required, i.e. when picked
and by whom, which store it was put
in, followed by routing through the
pack-house and to the supermarket.
By this means, the supermarket can
trace all the way back to the grower
in the case of a customer complaint
etc.
After an interval to enjoy
our buffet food, there followed a

whereas others are
happy to accept 25% or even 20%. Prior to delivery, growers are
required to
buy the recommended packaging and
labels, and then pack and palletise
each delivery awaiting collection by
the supermarket’s own transport; in
other words, a significant part of
the supermarket’s costs are passed
down to the grower who has nowhere else to market his products.
To put this into perspective, growers used to be paid 90p/kg, now
reduced to 45p/kg.
We were shown photos of
orchards of the past which were
populated by large apple trees with
masses of branches. Alas, due to
restrictive Health & Safety rules,
long ladders for fruit-picking are no
longer allowed. Fruit pickers must
apparently keep one foot on the
ground. This has led to the commercial growers using smaller rootstocks to keep the fruit within easy
reach. When planting apple trees we
were advised that they need sun and
shelter from the wind although
Blackmore lost over 10,000 trees
19
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lively Q&A session. One tip worth
passing on is that, in Peter’s opinion,
most pruning books are written by
amateurs who haven’t ‘moved with
the times’. Alternatively, he did
recommend a commercial pruning
book ‘The Apple Pruning Manual’ by
Roger Worraker and Malcolm Withnall, published in 2013, and available
for £10+p&p.
A very interesting talk – many
thanks again to Angus & Barbara.

Mike commenced his talk by
asking the audience what sort of
cameras they owned. It would seem
that there are some very keen
photographers in our midst, from
those with tripods and extra lenses,
to some who just use their mobile
‘phones.
Mike said that actually
seeing what you are shooting is as
important as knowing how to take
the photograph and having the most
expensive equipment does not
necessarily produce good pictures.
Light is the most vital ingredient
together with the setting. He went
on to say that good subject composition and framing can turn an
ordinary picture into a great photograph. Points to consider are, look
at the subject, see what is in the
shot, can it be better composed e.g.
higher/lower, take several pictures
from different angles. Also can the
camera be focused on part of a
plant? Mike also said do not use
flash as it looks unnatural.
Mike also talked about
camera shake which leads to blurred
photos - this can be a problem and
is more likely when using telephoto

Ed
Garden and Plant Photography
by Mike Sleigh

11th Jan 2018
Catering provided by Donna Gray
Mike very kindly visited us to talk on
a subject of which he is extremely
knowledgeable, having spent most of
his life involved in photography in
one form or another.
He has over 30 years of
experience
in
both
teaching,
graphics, 3D design, buildings, architecture and heritage. Whilst working for the RHS for 18 years he
honed his skills with plant photography at Wisley. An example of his
work there was photographing 110
different varieties of rhubarb to
enable the RHS to show pictorially
all the different forms of the same
plant. The rhubarb expert at Wisley
could recognise each variety from
the photo. Also whilst at Wisley
Mike was responsible for all their
pictures, whether it be for their
website, brochures, exhibitions,
publicity or specialised records.

Photo: David Jackson
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Mike Sleigh
Photo: David Jackson

or zoom lenses. He went on to discuss the camera; for example, has it
got manual control settings, aperture and shutter speed (and ISO –
refers to film speed) or has it got
creative zone settings.
To get better images he
thinks automatic works well. Things
to consider are focusing, depth of
field, focal length and type of lens.
When processing pictures we should
think about output, resolution, image
size, quality and printing.
The talk then spread to
equipment and accessories; lenses –
wide angle, telephoto, zoom and
macro. Also, extension tubes, background paper, grey card, miscellaneous pegs, clamps and wire, waterproof bag, plastic sack, small step-

ladder, small picnic rug to kneel on,
reflector card.
Mike gave us a few tips.
One of these was to use the lid of a
fast-food ‘take-away’ container to
back-light or reflect light onto a
flower or plant. He said beauty is in
the eye of the beholder so if you
are happy then that’s good.
Secondly, if taking photos in a hot
greenhouse, to avoid the camera lens
attracting condensation, put it in a
sealed plastic bag before you take it
out of the car and keep it warmly
wrapped up until you are ready to
use it. Thirdly, if thinking about
buying second-hand equipment go to
a dealer i.e. London Camera
Exchange as you will get a guarantee. Do not do what he did and buy a
21
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second-hand camera from a charity
shop only to find fungus in the lens –
impossible to remove. Fourthly, take
pictures of your garden through the
seasons for planning/comparison
purposes.
We were then entertained
by viewing a number of photos taken
at Wisley between January and
December showing changes throughout the year.
Following the interval, and
supper break, Mike took questions
from the floor which covered topics
from close-ups to single shots and
petals being cut off.
An excellent evening very well sup-

ported with 38 people attending.

Donna Gray

Seen at Brick Kiln Cottage
Photo: Angus Cairns
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Word search for our younger readers
kindly provided by committee member Nicole le Jeune & checked by Eddie Probert(8)

V
C
A
K
E
S
S
H
O
W
T
E
N
T

E
X
D
F
W
P
X
B
R
E
A
D
Q
Z

ART
JAM
TROPHY
BREAD
PHOTOS

G
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W
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O
R
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H
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B
H
F
R
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X
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I
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J
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T
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Find the following words in the table above
FLOWERS
VEGETABLES
ROSETTES
CAKES
FRUIT
PLANTS
SHOW
EXHIBITS
TENT
PRIZES

Christmas Quiz Night

by Angus Cairns 14th Dec 2017

What a fun evening! Very popular with members and all seats taken! Angus did
a fantastic job with his imaginative (and thankfully not too difficult) quiz,
helped in his delivery by a very effective PA system. We have to thank Brian
Leversha for kindly sourcing and setting-up the PA system loaned to us for
the evening by Rod (who provides the PA system for our fete).
During the evening members were encouraged to relax with wine and
mince pies very kindly provided by our President, Pat Silvester.
The final part of the quiz was related to Christmas Carols and when
Angus was reading out the correct answers the audience broke out into a
spontaneous chorus for each and every one of them! Just as well that Angus
had an effective ’loudspeaker’ to keep some semblance of order.
Sorry, no pics – everyone was enjoying themselves too much to think
of taking photos.
A very pleasant way to round off another successful year for the Society.

Ed
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Annual Membership Application/Renewal
Dogmersfield, Winchfield & Crookham Village Horticultural Society
Full Membership of the Society is available to residents of the three villages. Associate Membership is available to others and carries the same benefits, save that entry to the Competition Classes at the Annual Show requires
membership for at least six months prior to the Show date.
Benefits of membership include:

Free entry to our annual Flower Show & Fête

Comprehensive annual Show Schedule

Twice-yearly newsletter with Show results in summer edition

Winter talks with wine and food

Summer garden visits

30% off entry charges to RHS gardens

Annual draw for 2 tickets to an RHS Flower Show

Free advice

Discounted garden supplies from local club

Application for Full/Associate Family Membership

£7 p.a.

Application for Full/Associate Senior Citizen (65+)

£5 p.a.

Where possible, payment by Standing Order is requested ensuring that the
correct amount applicable is paid to the Society
Account Name:
Dogmersfield, Winchfield & Crookham Village
Horticultural Society
Bank & Branch:
Lloyds TSB Fleet Branch
Account No: 00074552
Sort Code: 30-93-32
Standing order mandate forms are available on request.
If you have any queries please contact Ann Macpherson on 01252 850581.
If paying by cheque, please make payable to the Society, as above, and send
(with SAE for membership card) to Brian Leversha, Daegmarsfield Farm,
Church Lane, Dogmersfield, RG27 8SZ.

Name:……………………………………………….Address: …………………………………………..……………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………......…………………
Phone…………………...…………………...Email:……………….……..………………………….………………………….
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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
of the

Dogmersfield, Winchfield and Crookham Village
Horticultural Society
Thursday 8th March 2018
(7.30 pm at the W.I. Hall, The Street, Crookham Village)
1

2
3
4
5
6

AGENDA

President’s Welcome.
Approve Minutes of last year’s Annual General Meeting.
Approve the Chairman’s Report.
Approve the Annual Accounts after a presentation by the
Treasurer.
Election of Officers – Chairman, Secretary, Treasurer and
Committee Members.
Consider the following motions as notified to the Secretary of
the Society at least 28 days prior to the date of the AGM:
Motion 6.1 Proposed by the committee that the Society
remove the membership category ‘Associate Member’. This will
allow anyone, regardless of their place of residence, to be a
‘Member’ of the Society and have full membership rights
therein.
Motion 6.2 Proposed by the committee that the Society
(i) remove the title ‘Honorary Member’ (ii) bestow on those
current ‘Honorary Members’ considered worthy of special
recognition ‘Honorary Life’ Membership (iii) retain ‘Honorary
Life’ Membership for those members proven worthy of special
recognition for services to the Society (iv) bestow ‘Honorary
Life’ Membership on Nigel Bird and Stephen Thirkettle for their
long and dedicated support to the Horticultural Society.

7
8

Draw two tickets for an RHS Flower Show from the
Membership list.
Any other business.

The AGM will be followed by a talk from John Negus entitled
'Presentation tips for Display of Garden Produce'. John is well-known
to members of our Society and his talks are always entertaining and
informative.
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This year’s Flower Show & Fête
Saturday 14th July

RHS Wisley
Butterflies in the Glasshouse
(until 14th March 2018)

Reminder
AGM
Thursday 8th March 2018 at 7.30 pm
At the W.I. Hall, The Street, Crookham Village, GU51 5SJ

the newsletter of the DW&CVHS

